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Welcome
We often hear the words No one else would take us.  
We are proud to work with our young people.  
We are radically dedicated to them.

St Mary’s Centre Youthwork (SMC) mentors 
vulnerable young people aged 12-25 at risk of school 
exclusion, gang exploitation and serious youth 
violence. We are based in northwest London and 
our team have 14 years’ proven record of violence 
reduction. 

In the past 12 months we have mentored more at 
risk young people, carried out more direct gang 
interventions, and persuaded more young people to 
surrender knives in our amnesty bin than ever before.

We are also delighted to have recruited a new youth 
worker made possible by the Young Londoners Fund. 
SMC are 1 of only 7 grantees funded directly by the 
Mayor’s Violence Reduction Unit. Read on to hear 
from Emmanuel and his ambitions.

If, like us, you are determined to make a difference to 
vulnerable young people, we would love to hear from 
you. Thank you for your care and generosity.

Help us to reduce more violence.  
Help us to save more lives.

Mary-Jane Roberts
CEO, SMC Youthwork

The first time I met her, she 
looked at me and said, ‘Right 
Camilla, this is my situation. 
My dad’s dead. My mum 
drinks. My nan’s got cancer.’ 

I had to tell her to stop – 
‘I’m not here for you like 
just some other person. 
That’s not what I’m here 
for. I just want to start with 
your name. What do you 
enjoy doing? What’s your 
favourite subject?’ 

She saw me and thought,  
‘Oh, you’re different.’

Camilla, SMC Young Women’s Worker
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Youth 
services

London youth 
clubs that have 
closed since 2011

81
places in London 
for young people 
lost since 2011

12,700

to make young 
people feel safer, 
is Youth Centres

No1 factor

London’s Lost Youth 
Services, 2018
Safer Lives Survey, CYV

Why is our work needed?

knife and sharp 
incident offences 
recorded by the 
Metropolitan 
Police 2018/19

= offences per 100,000 population in England 
and Wales. The next highest rate was 125 in 
the West Midlands.

knife crime 
incidents 
reported 
in Camden 
2018/19

524169

All the above from Briefing Paper Number 
SN4304, 30 September 2019, House of 
Commons Library
https://researchbriefings.parliament.uk/
ResearchBriefing/Summary/SN04304

Crime

Round 2 Data Resource Pack from 
Young Londoners Fund, May 2019
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Armine Ishkanian – meet 
our new Chair of Trustees

Tell us about yourself...
I am an Associate Professor and the Director of the 
Atlantic Fellows for Social and Economic Equity 
(AFSEE) programme at the International Inequalities 
Institute, London School of Economics (LSE). The 
AFSEE programme researches education and practice 
to help create fairer, healthier and more inclusive 
societies. 

Why did you want to become a trustee  
of SMC?
I strongly support SMC Youthwork. As a parent 
and long-time resident of Primrose Hill I want to 
work with people in my community. During my 
16-year professional career I have mentored over 100 
students. I am committed to helping young people 
realise their potential and overcome the challenges 
they face. 

What would you like to see happen for  
the young people we mentor?
Young people often feel alone, abandoned and 
overwhelmed by the challenges they face. There 
should be a safe space where they can go for help 
that is not judgmental but provides individual 
support, mentoring and guidance. St Mary’s is that 
safe space. Over the past year I have come to know 
the team at SMC. I have seen how dedicated they are 
to supporting young people and it is a privilege to 
support their life saving work.
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Significant 
trauma and 
neglect.

Stopped for 
carrying a knife. 
Gang affiliation.

Temporary 
exclusion from 
secondary school.

First knife crime 
offence.

Behaviour 
problems at 
primary school.

SMC recognises 
the young person 
as Highly At Risk 
of Violence. We 
increase our 1:1 
support.

SMC liaises with 
partner services 
to keep the 
young person off 
the streets. We 
monitor their 
whereabouts and 
welfare.

SMC will act 
as Appropriate 
Adult with the 
Police and HM 
Prisons and 
Probation Service 
(HMPPS). We 
maintain 1:1 
interventions 
to reduce knife 
carrying.

SMC enacts its 
Crisis Response 
protocol. We 
work with young 
people, police 
and partners 
to reduce the 
likelihood of 
further violence.

Permanently 
excluded from 
mainstream 
school.

First drugs 
offence.

Victim or 
perpetrator of 
serious violence.

Early   
years

Age 14

Age 9

Age 15

Age 12

Age 16

Age 13

Age 17

SMC identifies 
the young person 
in weekly sports 
activities.

SMC mentors 
the young person 
in alternative 
provision. We 
help them return 
to mainstream 
education.

SMC educates 
the young 
person about 
the dangers of 
‘county lines’ 
running. We 
divert them 
towards safer 
and healthier 
activities.

A typical journey for one of 
our young people

The SMC Model – what we do 
and how we do it
Our promises to young people

Our triple 
focus

SMC will stay with you until  
the age of 25. 

No conditions. 

We stick with you

2

  Violence reduction is at the heart of 
our mission. We work with young 
people others can’t.

We will do everything  
we can to keep you safe

4

1
We are here for you

SMC Youth Workers are on call  
24 hours a day, 7 days a week,  
365 days a year. 

3
We come to your community

SMC will come to meet you in your 
home, school, college or prison.

Wherever you go, we go.
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PREVENTION
SMC understands that youth work 
is most successful when you get 
in early. We work with schools to 
identify pupils at risk of mental ill 
health and school exclusion. We help 
them stay in full time education and 
off the streets.

SMC works every week with two 
local schools, UCL Academy and 
Haverstock School. We also work 
in Camden Centre for Learning for 
alternative young people’s provision. 

Excluded children are 
the most vulnerable:  
twice as likely to be in 
the care of the state,  
four times more likely 
to have grown up in 
poverty, seven times 
more likely to have 
a special educational 
need and ten times 
more likely to suffer 
recognised mental 
health problems.

Institute for Public Policy 
Research

MICHAEL’S STORY

  Michael is 15 
  He displayed severe 

behavioural problems 
in school

  He was on the verge 
of exclusion for acting 
out aggressively to 
teachers and peers

  He was referred to 
SMC for 1:1 support

  Michael opened up to 
his SMC Youthworker 
that his behaviour 
masked low confidence

  He wanted ‘to hide 
this from other people’

  Michael met his 
Youthworker weekly 
for 6 months to build 
his self-esteem and 
help him learn coping 
strategies 

  Michael made huge 
progress. His school 
reported so much 
improvement that he 
has been put up a level 
in class. 

  SMC is now no longer 
needed.

9
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Emmanuel – meet our new  
Young Londoners Fund Youth Worker

What impact has youth work 
had on your life?
At the passing of my good friend it 
helped me having someone to go 
through that situation. Someone 
who understands. It gave me a 
chance of learning how to deal with 
it in different ways, do different 
things. I have friends who joined that 
lifestyle with knives. SMC made sure 
that I didn’t go down that path. 

How does SMC help young 
people change their path?
They're with them at the beginning 
right the way through until they’re 
25. A lot of other services stay with 
kids for a couple of years but we stay 
with them through everything. SMC 
is always there to help them find that 
better way of life. 

What do you do?
I’m a mentor in schools, I help 
with afterschool sessions, I do gym 
sessions with children in a pupil 
referral unit every week, I go on 
residentials. Many children have 
behaviour problems and I help them 
progress with their lives. 

What are some of the 
challenges young people face?
The area they grow up in. 12 or 13 
year olds are exposed to things they 
really shouldn’t be exposed to. It’s 
quite hard for them not to follow 
that path. Older people show them 
drugs, money, clothes they want. 

Describe one pupil you work 
with.
Kyle lives in X, quite a tough area. 
His family are going through a lot. 
He’s also dealing with people older 
than him not showing the right path 
in life just because he’s vulnerable. 
They’re playing with his mind. 
They’re making him do things he 
shouldn’t be doing outside of school, 
and he’s taking it inside school. That 
causes behavioural problems. 

The way he’s treated damages him 
slowly. He doesn’t get to interact 
with other people. You should be 
able to learn through peers as well 
as your teachers but he’s not able to 
do that. That doesn’t help him at all. 
I want him to stay in mainstream 
school and not get into bad things 
outside school. That will be a big 
jump for him. 

10
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INTERVENTION
At the heart of SMC Youthwork is 
violence reduction. We keep young 
people safe and reduce serious youth 
violence in northwest London. 

We specialise in trauma-informed 
Youthwork and understand the 
impact of Adverse Childhood 
Experiences. The SMC Model means 
our Youthworkers are expertly 
trained to respond to the challenges 
they meet. 

All professionals who have 
a statutory responsibility 
for the safeguarding and 
wellbeing of young people 
should be trained in the 
significance of Adverse 
Childhood Experiences, 
in recognising trauma and 
in the proper processes 
for helping a child who is 
displaying trauma-related 
behaviour.

House of Commons Home Affairs 
Select Committee, Report on Serious 
Youth Violence July 2019

12
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have happened and you mediate a 
conversation. That can take months 
and years to facilitate safely. 

Why do you go to prisons?
Apart from death that’s the lowest 
a young person can get. 9 times out 
of 10 it’ll be the loneliest and most 
dangerous environment they’ll be 
in. That is coupled with not having 
appropriate support networks. We 
go to see them to support them with 
their general mental health wellbeing 
and show them we will be there for 
them. So many young people are 
used to being let down. We are here 
for you. 

We get some serious work done 
in prisons. Knowing that someone 
cares for a young person gives them a 
sense of security and a breakthrough 
moment. Young people get a lot of 
time to reflect in prison. We follow 
them through the journey. Many 
young people get out of prison 
and come straight here with their 
bags. We hope that they take the 
opportunity and latch onto it. Use it 
as a fresh start. 

STEPHEN’S STORY

  Stephen is 20. SMC has 
worked with him since he 
was 13

  Stephen suffered high levels 
of abuse and trauma as a 
child

  He was excluded from 
school at 14

  He has been in prison since 
16

  SMC has never stopped 
mentoring Stephen

  We have focused on 
therapeutic work to help 
him understand himself 
better

  We have mediated 2 violent 
altercations in prison

  3 of Stephen’s friends have 
been murdered in 2 years

  Stephen has struggled to 
believe he can do anything 
with his life 

  SMC has since helped him 
complete Levels 1 and 2 in 
Maths and English 

  SMC has supported Stephen 
apply for distance learning 
in prison

  Stephen is now studying 
for a degree in Business 
Studies.

Jason – our Director, Youth Work, 
speaks about violence reduction

Why does someone  
carry a knife?
For protection. To perpetrate 
violence. For revenge. To be cool. 
Young people are living in fear. 
Young people have every reason to 
be fearful. How many kids has SMC 
lost? 17? They are right to be scared 
living this way of life. It’s horrendous. 

Why do you focus on  
violence reduction?
Violence is everywhere for them – 
from growing up, in the media, in 
your communities, in your house. If 
you’re involved with violence you’re 
going to become involved with the 
criminal justice system. You’re going 
to be more excluded from society, 
more ostracised. A lot of young 
people are not receiving the support 
they need. We want to work with 
them to look into the reasons why 
they’re involved with violence and 
help them stop. 

What does ‘intervention’  
mean to you?
At its lowest it could be a wake up 
call to a young person at 8am. Just 
waking you up and saying ‘You’ve 
gotta get to school’. Just breaking a 
certain way of life. 

SMC can intervene between a 
student and a teacher. Find the 
breakdown between them. We 
support that young person to develop 
and lessen the anxieties which lead 
to violence. At its highest gang 
intervention is where you get two 
young people together when murders 

SIR KEIR STARMER QC MP

Jason has dedicated the past 14 
years to supporting young people 
in Camden at risk of becoming 
irretrievably involved in crime 
and associated violence. He 
works with victims, perpetrators 
and their families, individually 
or in groups, whenever and 
wherever he is most needed. 
He succeeds where others fail: 
averting catastrophic violence 
in the short-term and providing 
stability, support and opportunity 
in the long-term. 
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Residential away trips
  SMC runs 2 annual away trips 

around the UK

  We fundraise for every young 
person so everyone can come

  Trips mean time away from the 
daily dangers of inner London

  Many of our young people have 
never seen the countryside or the 
sea before

  We support each cohort to work 
as a team 

  We give them time to relax and 
reflect on everyday troubles that 
many face

  We explore the traumas young 
people experience and help them 
open up to each other

  Young people learn how to plan 
and budget, shop, cook and work 
together 

I feel more safe on 
residential than I do in my 
own community where my 
friends have been murdered. 
 

My SMC Youthworker 
has saved my life, literally 
dragged me out of a fight 
and took a knife out of 
my hands. They gave me 
another choice. 
 

SMC understand me and the 
struggle I have at home and 
in the street. They just want 
the best for me. For me to 
have a better chance at life. 
There’ve been a few times at 
night time I’m low and I just 
call, someone always picks 
up the phone to talk to me.

How we respond to a crisis

  Key young people are invited to 
take part in group work to process 
what has happened

  Residential trip planning to take 
them away from volatile situations, 
expedited if need be. Priority given 
for family members and close 
friends. 

  Youth workers continue to monitor 
at risk youth

Bring together

  Youth worker identifies close 
friends of victims and those who 
need to be contacted immediately 
to support them in a time of 
trauma

Identify21 Contact

  Young people or public body reach 
out to a trusted youth worker to 
report an incident

5

  Contact with young people is by 
phone first

  Face to face time if possible

  Youth workers always go to young 
people where they feel safe

Engage4Calm

  Youth workers use time in 
conversation to help young people 
think things through, reduce high 
emotions 

  Priority is to prevent reprisals or 
further acts of violence

  SMC is always clear about sharing 
important information to protect  
all parties

3
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What are the challenges  
you face?
A lot of gang activity. Every day 
even going to school is a challenge 
for them. It’s going the longer way 
to school just to avoid opposition 
territory where rivals live. It all 
comes down to postcodes. They’ve 
got this on their mind constantly. 
That’s our biggest challenge – trying 
to tell young people to step away 
from that and guide them along the 
right path. 

Where does hope come in?
A lot of our work is around self-
worth and what people understand 
about the situations they’re dealing 
with like gang culture. They just 
want to talk to you. We are the ear. 
We try to help them know they’re 
worth something. They’re bigger than 
just the streets. A lot of the young 
people are like, this is where my 
mum and dad are, this is where I’m 
gonna be. If I don’t make it in rap or 
football this is where I’m gonna be, 
on the streets or in drugs. They set 
themselves an impossible target. But 
SMC mentoring gives them hope. It 
gives them understanding that they 
don’t have to choose that path to be 
successful. 

Could your 
business become 
part of the 
solution? 
SMC knows every young person 
has dreams for their future. That 
is why SMC works hard to help 
our young people search for jobs, 
prepare applications and practise for 
interviews. We are now building 
a database of local businesses and 
entrepreneurs eager to offer our 
young people trial opportunities.

If you would like to find out more, 
please contact:  
info@smcyouthwork.org

ASPIRATION

Emile talks about helping our young 
people aim high – and stay safe

What does SMC do for young 
people in our community?
It offers them a home away from 
home, a safe place. 24 hours, no 
matter what day it is. You can always 
call on someone to be heard or speak 
to them. 

What are young people facing 
and what do you do?
I feel a lot of young people have been 
let down. Some of our young people 
are going through severe traumas. 
If you sit down and have a genuine 

conversation and listen you will 
really learn. That’s what we do. We 
have a good understanding of what 
is going on in the streets and what 
they’re going through. They open 
up to us and they trust us. They 
get things off their chest. They tell 
us things they’re scared about. For 
instance we had a young person who 
had someone coming for him outside 
school. He called us beforehand 
and we were able to intervene and 
mediate that situation. 

Savills is the first nationwide business to 
support SMC. Community work is a top 
priority for our local Savills branch and their 
support helps fund more young people to go 
on SMC residential away trips.
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As a woman who has been there I 
can’t make everything perfect but I’ve 
got experience. 

What would you like to see 
happen for the young women 
you mentor?
I want them to have faith in them-
selves. I want them to go through 
school then go on to university and 
make a brilliant career for themselves. 
But I really want young girls to grow 
up with confidence and good self-
esteem. It’s so easy to get into abusive 
relationships. I want a girl to know 
that her happiness doesn’t have to be 
based on what a man can give you. 
Love you. Because you’re the only 
person that’s gonna make it work for 
yourself. 

What do you do each week?
I go into schools. I talk with young 
women about their week, family, 
how things are. We start every 
session with a follow up of what we 
talked about before. We look into 
life. Things that they enjoy, what 
they feel, what they need, what they 
think they want. 

Tell us about someone you’ve 
worked with.
‘Jess’ is a young girl I work with right 
now. She was kicked out of school in 
Year 6 and she’s been in alternative 
education ever since. She’s meant 
to be in Key Stage 4 but she’s still 
in Key Stage 3. She’s 15. She hardly 
ever turns up at school and when she 
does, she’s put in isolation. But what 
people believe of her is something 
completely different. She is so 
clever. She is the most empathetic 
girl I’ve ever met. She wants to help 
everybody. She thinks she knows 
what’s best for her in life because 
she’s had to grow up that way. She 
doesn’t understand the importance of 
getting an education. You need it. 

Since I’ve started mentoring her, she 
never misses one session with me. 
She wants to come. It’s like she’s 
been waiting for something like this.

Since I’ve started 
mentoring her, 
she never misses 
one session with 
me. She wants to 
come. It’s like she’s 
been waiting for 
something like this.

Why did you become a  
youth worker?
I knew I wanted to help kids. I 
had quite a tough background 
and I guess I wasn’t really given a 
lot of opportunities. There wasn’t 
a lot of people who believed in 
me. But Jason did believe in me. I 
started to see the work he did and 
I thought, what he does is good. 
He was different. He had time. He 
made time. He would be here for 
hours past closing time if it meant 
these lot wouldn’t go outside and 
do something disruptive. If it meant 
keeping young people safe. He was 
like a part of your family. 

Why do you work now with 
young women?
Girls always get put to the back. 
They get told, ‘You don’t really 
need the help’. A lot of knife crime 
we hear about through men. There 
was a recent stabbing involving girls 
and if those girls had had the same 
opportunity that men get, it would 
be different. A lot of girls grow up 
without a dad or with an abusive 
dad or without a mum. Those things 
really shape girls and they latch on 
to boys from a young age. Any kind 
of bad attention can become the 
best attention for them. There are 
so many things women go through 
which are never really spoken about. 

A look at SMC 
Young Women’s 
Work with 
Camilla
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into employment

we helped 

16
young people

we worked with  

4
groups for

we worked with  

117
pupils in schools

we worked with  

4
groups for

speech & drama

leisure & fitness

we took   

19
weapons

from young people

we went to   

9
different prisons

and made 31 visits

we helped   

21
young people

into education & 
training

we worked with  

22
pupils intensively

1:1 every week in 
school

we mentored  

45
high risk

young people in 
gangs

we carried out  

23
mediations

in violent situations

29 primary
88 secondary

PREVENTION INTERVENTION ASPIRATION

     

PR

EV
ENTION

A
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Our impact

we mentored  

219
young people

this year 2019-20

A YOUNG SMC VOLUNTEER

If I didn’t decide to participate in the 
youth sessions, trips out as a volunteer, 
I don’t know what I’d be doing; I ain’t 
psychic, but I can tell you this for 
free, I’d be more involved in negative 
activities than I could imagine. 

we mentored  

166
young people

last year 2018-19
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 Mentor 30% more school pupils
 Work with 30% more pupils in alternative provision
 Visit 20% young people in prisons 
 Mentor 20% more high risk young people exposed to 

serious youth violence and crime
 Carry out 20% more gang interventions 

2021-22 
Strengthen networks 
and reach more 
young people

JASON ALLEN

We want to continue 
to develop the way we 
work. Continue to go 
into new schools, mentor 
intensively, combat gang 
violence and spread the 
work we know we can 
do. We want to keep 
kids alive and lower the 
violence rate.

What’s next?   
Our 2 year strategy

 Mentor 25 plus school pupils
 Work with 10 plus pupils in alternative provision
 Visit 9 plus prisons 
 Mentor 50 plus high risk young people exposed to 

serious youth violence and crime
 Carry out 15 plus gang interventions as necessary

2020-21
Deepen relationships 
with our current 
partners
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Become a supporter

As we are radically dedicated to our young people,  
we invite you to become part of our life saving story.

How do I give?
  Direct debit
  One-off donation
  Legacy

Online www.justgiving.com/smcct 
Bank account  Santander
Account number  04555171
Sort code  09 01 50

St Mary’s Centre is the operating 
name of St Mary’s Centre 
Community Trust, Registered 
Charity No. 1122054

St Mary’s Centre
Elsworthy Road
London NW3 3DJ
www.smcyouthwork.org

£30 will pay for
1 hour of mentoring in 
alternative provision

£100 will pay for
2 hours of specialist behaviour, 
sports or drama work

£500 will pay for
1 young person to go on a 
residential away trip

£1200 will pay for
a whole school term of  
1:1 mentoring

Our finances

  The 4 month surplus 
is going to a new 
Contingency Fund

  The Contingency 
Fund is to safeguard 
our key posts and for 
unforeseen costs

  SMC Trustees have 
agreed our goal is 
a 1 year reserve of 
£130,000. This is 
to safeguard our 
expanded services for 
the coming year  

  This is what we are 
focused on achieving

YEAR ENDED 31ST MARCH 2019

Income £
 Charitable trusts 88,134
 Individuals 41,021
 Fees 1,235
 Other 203

Total 130,593

Expenditure £
People
 Staff 56,581
 Professional Development 1,500

Activities
 Trips 6,219
 Sports 1,553
 Prison visits 693
 BBQ 641
 Equipment 1,418
 Other activities 2,392
 Overheads 10,531

Other costs
 ICT 914
 Reporting 500
 Knife amnesty bin 2,903
 Other 891

Total 86,736

Surplus 43,857
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Leading by 
example
We are proud to host our knife 
amnesty bin. Tens of knives have 
been taken off the streets.

SMC Youthworkers have personally 
arranged for 19 knives to be 
surrendered from young people and 
concerned family members.

Thank you  
to our friends
Andre Bernheim Charitable Trust
Artemis Funds
Biss Davies Trust
Georgina and Bernard David
ExPat Foundation
Fraukje and Paul Hackworth
Hadley Trust
The Harris Trust
Heathcote Bequest
Hereward House School
Lottery Fund ‘Awards for All’
Omni
Primrose Collective
Primrose Hill Dog Show 
John Reiss 
Savills
Shadworth Hodgson Bequest
The Span Trust
St Mary’s Church, Primrose Hill
Young Londoners Fund

and our many other donors
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ANDREW MARR

As Patron of SMC Youthwork, an organisation 
working with disadvantaged young people in North 
London, many of them involved in violent gangs, 
I have come to know Jason and his team as quite 
exceptional and exceedingly brave. Their direct 
intervention, dogged determination to stay in 
touch with people being ignored by much the rest 
of society, and tireless work with them have, I am 
absolutely sure, saved many lives. 

London, like much of the rest of Britain, is suffering 
from an epidemic of violent gang-based crime as 
disenchanted youths battle for territory and drugs 
business. Many are excluded early from school and 
find themselves with nowhere to go save the streets. 
Many are entirely terrified by what that means and 
understand that the likelihood of being seriously 
injured is high. A majority are desperate to get out 
but have no means of doing so. 

SMC works with them, offering safe places, sports 
and other activities, and patient conversation about 
their problems. Jason’s team is always available to be 
called and frequently put themselves in harm’s way. 
They are the nearest thing that this part of London 
has to genuine local heroes.


